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Introduction  

The word glaucoma exudes from antiquated Greek 
word, signifying 'blurred or blue-green shade', 
apparently which portrays a man with an expanded 
cornea or who is quickly building up a waterfall, both 
of which might be affected by unending (long haul) 
increment in the intraocular weight of the eye. 
Glaucoma is a class of ailments in which the optic 
nerve is vandalized prompting irreversible loss of 
vision. As a rule, this harm is because of huge 
increment of weight inside the eye. The eye creates a 
vitreous liquid called fluid diversion which is 
discharged by ciliary body into the back chamber-a 
space between the iris and the focal point and it 
depletes through trabecular work organize. In solid 
eye, the rate of emission is adjusted to the rate of 

waste. Glaucoma emerges when waste waterway is 
incompletely or totally blocked which prompts the 
expansion in weight, called intraocular weight which  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Harms the optic nerve - used to transmit driving 
forces to the mind where visual data can be 
translated [1]. On the off chance that this harm left 
untreated, may prompt aggregate visual deficiency. 
Along these lines, the early location of glaucoma [2] 
is fundamental.  
 
Types of Glaucoma  
 
There are two principle sorts of Glaucoma:  
a) Primary Open point glaucoma (POGA): This is the 
most well-known sort of glaucoma, likewise called 
wide-edge glaucoma. It is regularly called as the 
"tranquil burglary of sight", since it doesn't have any 
side effects until the vision misfortune happened. No 
notice side effects for POGA it grows gradually and 
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at long last loss of sight. It happens because of 
incomplete blockage of seepage trench in which 
weight increments gradually as liquid does not 
deplete appropriately. Side effects emerge from 
fringe loss of vision and may not see until focal vision 
is influenced. There is no obvious variation from the 
norm of the trabecular meshwork.  
 
b) Angle-conclusion glaucoma (AGC): It is likewise 
called intense glaucoma brought on because of 
sudden and finish blockage of fluid seepage. The 
weight rises quickly prompting loss of vision rapidly. 
It is created because of restricted seepage edge, thin 
and saggy iris. The iris (hued part of the eye) is 
pushed against the trabecular work arrange (waste 
channels) inside the edge of front of the eye, 
prompts blockage and lumps the iris forward [3]. 
Manifestations of AGC Hazy, Blurred Vision, and 
appearance of rainbow shaded circles around 
brilliant lights, Severe torment. The two types of 
glaucoma is as shown in fig 1 
 

 
  Fig 1: Types of Glaucoma 
 
 
Indications of Glaucoma  
 
The preeminent indication of glaucoma is frequently 
the loss of side vision, which may not see as the 
sickness draws out [3]. This is the reason glaucoma is 
regularly called the "sneak criminal of vision" [4]. On 
account of serious levels in intraocular weight, 
sudden eye torment, cerebral pain, obscured vision, 
or the presence of coronas around lights may 
happen. Seeing coronas around lights.  
 

 Vision misfortune.  
 

 Redness in the eye.  
 

 Eye that looks foggy (especially in newborn 
children).  

 Nausea or heaving.  
 

 Narrowing of vision (limited focus). 
 

 
Fig 2: Normal optic curve, early glaucoma, advanced 

glaucoma 
 
LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
Glaucoma is a visual issue which may prompts 
changeless vision misfortune if not recognized at an 
early stage. Cause of glaucoma is the expansion in 
intraocular weight (IOP) which if proceeds, pulverizes 
the optic nerve. It is the second biggest visually 
impaired illness. It is brought on by a development 
of liquid in the eye that puts weight on the optic 
nerve, retina, and focal point. The weight can forever 
harm the eye if not treated early. The cause is 
amassed of waste identified with maturing, 
hypertension, physician recommended drugs and 
other eye related issues. Optic nerve is in charge of 
the data exchange from eye to cerebrum the other 
way around. The World Health Organization has 
proclaimed Glaucoma to be the second biggest 
reason for visual impairment everywhere throughout 
the world and it envelops 15% of the visual 
impairment cases in world which makes 5.2 million of 
the total populace [1] and the number is required to 
increment up to 80 million by 2020.  There are 
around 120,000 cases of blindness in USA. Glaucoma 
movement prompts some auxiliary changes in retinal 
layers and optic circle. Fundoscopy and Optical 
Coherence Tomography (OCT) are two current 
medicinal imaging procedures which empowers the 
ophthalmologists to dissect the interior basic retinal 
points of interest. Fundoscopy is a strategy which 
uncovers the inward fundus points of interest. In 
glaucoma identification, Fundoscopy analyzes Optic 
nerve, Optic glass and optic circle. An ordinary 
fundus picture of eye is appeared in Circular 
yellowish locale is the optic circle focused by the 
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Optic container. Area between the plate and 
container is called Neuroretinal Rim (NRR). Glass to 
plate Ratio (CDR) and Rim to circle Ratio (RDR) are 
some auxiliary changes utilized as a part of glaucoma 
location. In glaucomatous eyes, increment in IOP 
prompts an expanded optic container and 
abatement in NRR bringing about a vast CDR and a 
little RDR. CDR and NRR are the most observable 
basic changes amongst glaucomatous and non-
glaucomatous eyes and are being utilized clinically in 
programmed glaucoma location frameworks. When 
glaucoma is affirmed it can be dealt with by utilizing 
Eye drops, Laser Surgery, Micro Surgery. 
Proposed framework is partitioned into two sections: 
Disk extraction and glass extraction. Optic circle 
division has increased sensible measure of 
development. The OD can be isolated into two areas 
to be specific focal splendid locale called cup and 
fringe district called neuroretinal edge. As Hough 
change gives a decent estimate about circles and 
lines introduce in the picture. So the goal is to adjust 
Hough based procedure and morphology system 
and contrasts their exactness and standard truth 
picture. 
 
Methodology 
 
1. Optic plate/container division  
Optic plate division is the crucial and most 
imperative technique in the location of glaucoma. It 
is hard to have one division technique to function 
admirably on all the retinal pictures. Subsequently it 
is imperative to decrease the danger of 
disappointment by joining the outcomes from a few 
techniques. In the proposed self-evaluated circle 
division strategy, one outcome is looked over the 
yields of the three individual plate division 
techniques. Circle limit is gotten from every 
individual strategies and the self-evaluated score is 
ascertained from these individual techniques. The 
self-evaluated score of these individual techniques is 
utilized to get the most classified yield for the plate 
division. The technique utilized is the Automatic 
division strategy which utilizes the roundabout 
Hough change to identify the vessel limits from the 
picture of the optic circle. The self-evaluated score is 
figured as separation between the closure limit 
focuses and the edge purposes of the pictures. The 
following strategy is the super pixel order technique 

[16] in which the super pixels are produced from the 
circle locale of the eye. The self-appraisal score for 
this technique is the contrast between the crude limit 
and its best fitted oval. The plate limit is 
distinguished by utilizing circular hough change. The 
self-evaluation division score for this technique is 
figured as the quantity of edge focuses in last place 
limit. From the acquired scores, the best outcome is 
picked as the optic plate limit. The self-surveyed 
plate division utilized chooses one outcome in view 
of the yields from the above individual circle division 
strategies.  
 
Optic glass division is the troublesome undertaking 
due the nearness of veins. To start with the optic 
glass limit is dictated by dividing the veins inside the 
optic circle. The veins are the vital wellsprings of 
recognizable proof of the optic container. These 
veins have twist focuses in the plate – container 
intersection. Finding the curve focuses help in 
distinguishing the container limit. The retinal eye 
with cup and disc for glaucoma detection is as 
shown in fig 3 

 
Fig 3: cup and disc for glaucoma detection 

From the recognized distance across of optic plate 
and optic measure of the eye ,the CDR proportion is 
computed. The CDR for the typical eye is 0.3. The 
CDR esteem over 0.3 is considered as glaucomatous. 
Two levels of Glaucoma are considered. Typical and 
Malignant. The limit an incentive over 0.302 is 
considered as Malignant. Three phases in 
threatening level. Beginning (0.302 – 0.304), Middle 
(0.304 – 0.312) and Final stage (> 0.312). The 
flowchart for CDR is as shown in fig 4 
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Fig 4: Flowchart for CDR Technique 

 
2. Glaucoma discovery from fundus picture utilizing  
A. CDR and Hybrid Features  
The proposed technique takes an information 
picture, in the wake of preprocessing the picture 
Value plane is extricated for circle identification. After 
twofold change, picture is post prepared to evacuate 
commotion and additional distensions. At last the 
limit of plate is smoothened utilizing circle fitting. 
Glass extraction begins from Green plane handling to 
expel veins from picture. Locale developing is done 
on the resultant picture to concentrate glass. Post-
handling is connected on the picture and limit is 
smoothened utilizing roundabout fitting. CDR is 
figured and contrasted and the clinical qualities. 
Shading and surface based elements of the info 
picture are figured and characterized by the classifier 
as sound or glaucoma. Last outcome is closed by 
combining the outcomes from CDR and classifier as 
shown In the fig 5. 

 
Fig 5: Feature based extraction 

B. Optic Cup Disc And Optic Cup Recognition  
Shading power of container and plate was observed 
to be very comparative, in this manner to recognize 
circle Contrast upgrade is done in Hue, Saturation, 
Value Plane as a preprocessing step. Optic plate is 
extricated from Value plane, by thresholding the 
picture at limit esteem equivalent to the mean of 

picture. Coming about double picture comprises of 
numerous little bulges and undesirable clamor. 
Opening is performed thrice utilizing circle of 
measurement 15 as organizing component. Arched 
body of coming about picture is resolved to join the 
openings which comes about because of the 
opening stride. Circle fitting is performed on the limit 
purposes of the raised body to smooth the limit 
surface.  
Glass extraction is done utilizing Green plane. 
Differentiate improvement is done trailed by 
changing over the picture to negative. In container 
extraction impression of veins is evacuated by 
performing opening operation utilizing ball 
organizing component of size 40. Locale developing 
is done on the negative of the subsequent picture to 
separate the associated part. Focus purpose of pixels 
having brightest force qualities is chosen as a seed. 
Raised structure of the subsequent locale is 
processed trailed by hover fitting to smooth the 
container limit.  
C. FEATURE EXTRACTION  
Power is another key element to separate 
glaucomatous pictures from ordinary pictures. As 
talked about in segment I, alongside CDR some 
power based elements can likewise be utilized to 
order glaucoma and sound fundus pictures. A blend 
of shading and surface elements is utilized to 
prepare and order fundus pictures. Shading 
highlights incorporate Color minutes and Auto-
Correlograms while surface elements incorporates 
wavelet based components and Local Binary Patterns 
(LBP). Shading minutes included mean and change of 
RGB plane with a measurement of (1x6). 16 levels 
Auto – Color moments of measurement (1x64) is 
utilized as a spatial shading descriptor. Wavelet 
components of 7 scales and 15 introductions are 
registered as a surface based element. All the surface 
and shading highlights vectors are melded to get a 
half and half element vector taken after by Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) to lessen the 
measurements of highlight vector. Resultant element 
vector is utilized as a part of preparing and testing. 
Support Vector Machines (SVM) with direct piece is 
utilized to prepare and test the information utilizing 
the mixture highlight vector as a separating variable. 
The flowchart of feature based extraction is as shown 
in the fig 6 
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Fig 6: Feature Based Extraction 

3. HOUGH CIRCLE BASED DETECTION  
In this strategy we utilize 2 advancements in 
particular Color Based Detection Technique and 
Hough Transform method. In the wake of finding the 
CDR estimation of every procedure precision, 
affectability and specificity is analyzed. Picture shown 
in fig 7 depicts about hough circle 

 
 Fig 7: Hough Circle Based 
 
A.SHADING BASED DETECTION PROCEDURE  

It comprises the accompanying strides to recognize 
and it is additionally called as Morphological 
technique.  
Technique is partitioned into 2 unmistakable parts: 
plate extraction and container extraction.  
This is trailed by estimation of CDR which is a 
fundamental piece of Retina investigation. In this 
work our concentration is to build up a strong 
computerized discovery framework. It is seen from 
the past reviews that both eager and in addition 
heuristic based system endures when the retina 
articles are endeavored to be distinguished over the 
whole picture. In this way we have created one of a 
kind pre-preparing venture to fragment district of 
enthusiasm as the principal organize in our 
recognition procedure.  
 
B.CIRCLE DETECTION 
The plate extractor extricates the optic circle through 
the two phases: return for capital invested extraction 
and plate limit location. In a ROI extraction first likely 
plate region is situated by thresholding the picture 
and choosing some portion of the picture with most 
elevated shine with biggest range. This ROI picture is 
then prepared to distinguish the correct circle limit. 
The procedure is quick as no order is utilized and 
whole area is prepared together. Once the plate 
range is acquired, glass should be situated inside this 
limit.  
 
C. HOUGH CIRCLE BASED METHOD  
Hough circle based procedure can identify the circles 
in a range. In any case, because of peculiarities in the 
ROI picture, such recognition is troublesome. 
Henceforth Median channel based pre-handling of 
ROI picture is performed trailed by distinguishing the 
plate utilizing Hough circles. Hough Circles is Hough 
change utilizes a 2D framework to follow the 
nearness of any lines spoken to by  
r = x cosθ +ysinθ.  
Framework measurement is equivalent to the 
quantity of undetected parameters which are x,y and 
θ. By repeating the estimations of r and θ in the 
match (r,θ) in a picture hinder, at (x,y) and its 
neighborhood, the change tries to discover solid 
confirmations of straight line at that pixel.  
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On the off chance that the confirmation is discovered 
then it evaluates the genuine estimations of the 
parameters (r,θ) relating to that line, and after that 
scans for the sub network that the parameters fall 
into, and increase the estimation of that region.  
By figuring the territories with the most extreme 
values the change pays special mind to 
neighborhood maxima in the limited space and 
concentrates the lines with most noteworthy 
likelihood. By applying reasonable edge we can 
locate the most fitting lines. As the circles are 
themselves involving proceeds with lines drawn with 
the assistance of shifting θ by „1' and keeping „r‟ 
same, summed up Hough change can undoubtedly 
distinguish the most grounded circles. The most 
grounded hover in Disk ROI is simply the circle limit.  
NOISE ANALYSIS  
Numerous a times, the obtained Retina picture      
experiences salt and pepper clamor because of 
dampness and small scale pours in the examining 
focal point. Accordingly the execution of the 
identification is debased. In this manner in this work 
we have proposed a versatile middle channel based 
commotion expulsion from such pictures. Right off 
the bat the loud picture is middle separated with 
11x11 portions, which changes over the picture into 
a low pass picture, killing edges and all clamor 
values. In any case we need to hold the genuine 
limits. In this way we subtract the sifted and the 
genuine boisterous picture. These outcomes in high 
pass separating with just clamor part being 
forgotten. We doubles this picture to use it as cover. 
We increase the picture with middle channel picture 
in order to acquire the genuine qualities for 
boisterous pixels. We make similar values in 
boisterous pixel zero by increasing it with opposite 
of the parallels high pass separated picture. Both are 
added to give sifted picture with just loud pixels 
being separated.The flowchart for hough circle based 
technique is as shown in fig 8 
 

 
Fig 8: Hough Circle Based Flowchart 

 
RESULT ANALYSIS  
The comparative result analysis of glaucoma 
detection based on three different techniques is as 
shown in table 1. Among three different techniques 
that is optic cup to optic disc ratio, hybrid feature 
extraction and Hough circle based technique, hough 
circle based technique provides better accuracy 
compared to other two techniques to detect the 
glaucoma and hence precautionary measures can be 
taken care. By result analysis we can observe that as 
specificity decreases, sensitivity increases and hence 
accuracy also increases. The specificity, sensitivity 
and accuracy is as shown below 
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CONCLUSION  

Based on the survey result analysis we can conclude 
that glaucoma is second largest blind disease, 
therefore it should be detected in early stages so 
that precautionary measures can be taken before it 
reaches the advanced stages. Glaucoma detection 
from Cup to disk ratio in Retinal images is one of the 
most popular techniques for Retina analysis. 
However detecting exact disk and cup boundary 
presents several challenges as the regions are 
distorted by blood vessels in both cup as well as the 
disk part of the image. Hence in Hough circle based 
technique we can have an entirely automated 
technique for cup to disk ratio detection by 
separately identifying disk ROI and then tracking the 
disk region. Detection of disk and cup from the ROI 
image is more efficient then running the algorithm 
over entire image. Hence the accuracy is more 
compared to other two techniques, CDR and Hybrid 
feature extraction techniques. 
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